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A BSTRACT
This paper presents an interactive visualization tool for the analysis of outliers in multi-dimensional data. Each data sample consists
of multiple variables (features). For a given outlier data sample,
our tool helps the user to identify which variable of the data sample makes it an outlier. Our tool consists of a scatter plot view and
variable relation graph view. The user first identifies an outlier data
sample in a scatter plot. The user selects the outlier data sample,
and the system updates the variable relation graph to visualize relationship between the variables of the outlier data sample. The user
then examines the variable relation graph and the scatter plot based
on the visualization to identify outlying variables.
Index Terms:
Outlier—Outlier examination—Visualization—
Visualization techniques; Graph—Dimension Graph—
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I NTRODUCTION

An outlier is a data sample that contains variables (features) that
take unusual values. Given an outlier data sample, it is important to
identify a variable of the sample that makes the sample an outlier. It
helps the user to identify problems in data collection process (e.g.,
sensor error). It also allows the user to use the other (not-outlying)
variables of the outlier data sample, instead of eliminating the entire
data sample.
Identification of an outlying variable is often done by unidimensional outlier detection methods, e.g., box plot rule. However, in some cases, it is difficult to identify it by conventional unidimensional outlier detection. For example, Figure 2 shows a scatter plot matrix (SPLOM) of four-dimensional dataset with an outlier. In the SPLOM, we can see a blue plot is an outlier data sample.
This outlier data sample is generated by adding noise to the value
on dimension e1 of an inlier data sample (following orange arrows).
However, we cannot identify that the outlier data sample has an outlying variable value on dimension e1 with uni-dimensional outlier
detection methods. This is because the value on e1 is not so outlying compared to the other data samples in this single dimension.
Our goal is to assist the user in searching for an outlying variable
by inspecting the scatter plots, especially there are many variables
and it is too time consuming to inspect them all manually.
We provide an interactive system to help users to identify outlying variables of an outlier data sample (see Figure 1). The system consists of scatter plot view and variable relation graph (VRG)
view. The system analyzes pairwise relations between variables,
and then visualizes the result of analysis in the variable relation
graph. The user then examines scatter plots by referring the visualization result.
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Figure 1: A screenshot of our system. It consists of variable relation
graph view (c), scatter plot view (d), variable panel (a), and recommendation panel (b). The variables panel (a) shows variables in the
dataset and the recommendation panel (b) shows efficient scatter
plots in order from the largest strength.

2 R ELATED W ORK
For visualizing high-dimensional data, parallel coordinates are often used. However, parallel coordinate is mainly focusing on the
relation between most neighboring axis, so this is not appropriate
as an outlier visualization [3]. This is because the combination of
axis highly effects the visibility of outliers. In addition, several
researches into visualizing high-dimensional data by using scatter
plot matrix have been proposed. Figure 2 shows an example of
scatter plot matrix of four-dimensional data. However, even if we
employ scatter plot matrix, it is not easy to visualize the outlying
variables of outliers clearly when the dimension is high (variable
e1). In this paper, we use a dimension graph [5] to visualize relations between dimensions and extend the concept to examine the
outlying variables of outliers. In particular, when the dataset has a
set of outliers which have independent outlying values on several
dimensions, our tool can find them easily and quickly.
3 M ETHOD
Our goal is to assist the user in identifying outlying variables manually, not to automate the process. The basic procedure is to manually inspect scatter plot (variable pair) one by one to examine the relation between individual variables. The system makes the process
efficient by suggesting which scatter plot to inspect. The suggestion is based on the analysis of data distribution in each scatter plot
(variable-pair), and is presented to the user in the variable relation
graph.
3.1 Variable Relation Graph
Inspired by Zhang’s dimension graph [5], we define a variable relation graph (Figure 3) to show relations between variables of a highdimensional dataset. The variable relation graph has two types of

Figure 2: An example of artificial SPLOM dataset. We manually set
an outlier plot (blue) by adding noise to one normal datum on dimension e1 (following orange allows). The user can see that the blue
data sample is an outlier by observing the top left scatter plot, but it
is difficult to judge which of e1 or e2 is the outlying variable.

elements: (1) nodes and (2) edges. A node represents a variable
(dimension) and an edge represents the relation between a pair of
variables. Each edge corresponds to a scatter plot. In the variable
relation graph, the edge color represents the two types of correlation analysis, (blue) linear correlation and (green) cluster relation.
The edge width represents a strength of the relation. In our system,
the user interactively constructs this graph by seeing scatter plots
one by one.
3.2 Outlier Examination
When the user selects an outlier data sample, the system suggests
outlying relation between variables by a thick edge and likely outlier variable with an orange node. The blue edges indicate linear
correlation in the corresponding scatter plots. The suggestion is
based on the distance between the data sample and the regression
line. Our system calculates the variance σ of data points in the
direction perpendicular to the regression line. In our current implementation, when the distance is more than 2σ , the system judges
that the data sample is an outlier in the scatter plot, and makes the
corresponding edge automatically thick. The green edges indicate
cluster structures in the corresponding scatter plots and the suggestion is based on the result of DBSCAN [2]. If the selected outlier data sample is judged as an outlier data sample by DBSCAN,
the green edges become thick. After assigning thickness to all the
edges, the system computes the ratio of the thick edges among all
the edges connected to a node. When the ratio is equal to or more
than a predetermined threshold α ∈ [0.0, 1.0] (in this paper, we set
α = 0.66), our system judges that the node represents an outlying
variable.
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U SER C ASE S CENARIO

To illustrate the utility of our graph tool, we show a user case scenario. Figure 3 is an example of the variable relation graph in outlier
examination mode from Automobile Data Set [1]. We can examine
outliers one by one by clicking an outlier data sample in the scatter
plot. In this figure, the graph is displayed for an outlier data sample
in the dataset. From this graph, we can understand that three nodes

Figure 3: Variable relation graph after focusing on a data sample.
Each edge corresponds to a variable pair (a scatter plot). Blue
edge means linear correlation and green edge means cluster relation. Thick edge means that the current data sample is an outlier in
the corresponding 2D scatter plot. A node with many thick edges become orange, meaning that the variable is likely an outlying variable.

(“Width”, “Price” and “Engine Size”) seem to be outlying. By this
process, we can easily see the outlying variable of outliers.
5 F UTURE W ORKS
Currently, our system mainly focuses pair-wise relation between
variables. We plan to extend our framework to handle relation
among more than two variables in the future. We plan to use dimension reduction techniques such as principal component analysis
(PCA) for the analysis. Our current analysis is limited to regression
and cluster. We plan to handel other relations (such as Wilkinson’s
Scagonstics [4]).
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